The Solar Atmosphere
As the SIIII rotates about its axis every 27 days?
its surface is constaiitly changing within a larger?
more persistent structure. The surface sloshes back
and forth every four minutes, and small granules
appear and fade out in eight minutes; sunspots appear, grow? and fade in a few weeks or months,
their lifetimes punctuated by the great outbursts
we call solar flares, All of this activity rises and
falls in the great 11-year sunspot cycle. These are
phenomena of the solar atmosphere, but their effects reach out to the earth and beyond it through
the solar systenl.
The sun is so hot that it is completely gaseous?
and?therefore, its surface is not hard and sharp like
the earth's. In fact?we define the surface of the sun
as that level to which we may see in integrated
light-the total visible white light. It is the level in
the atmosphere at which the density has dropped
so low that the gas is transparent. All, or most of,
the radiant energy may now stream outward into
space. At this boundary? which we call the photosphere? a number of remarkable changes in the hehavior of the solar plasma occur.
d raBecause the density drops off sharply a ~ the
diant energy suddenly escapes, convective currents
rising from below grow into energetic shock waves.
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~nagrietiefields are generated,
arid these colnl>il~ewith the notions to prodt~ce
heating of the atmosphere, so that the telnperature?
which has dropped all the way out from the center
of the sun, rises ral>idly to 1,000,000ÂKelvin.
The tenuous million-degree atmosphere7 called
the corona, is seen as a !lalo of pearly light in total
eclipses? when the bright light of the surface is
blocked out by the nloorl. The corona reachcs out
ptst the tldrth.
The der~sitjrat the sur1ace of' the sun falls off hecause the lower lalers must bear the weight of the
upper layers; they can only do this if the presburt:
is higher CIOWJI below, This is called I~aroniet~-i(;
equilibrium. The same phenomenon occurs iri the
earth's atnios1>here; the density decreases quite
5l]arply wit11 height. We can calculate that at the
te~nperature of the su~l's surface-G,OOOÂ°K-th
density decreases twenty times at a height of 500
kilometers. When we look at the sun's linib from
the earth at a distance of 150 million Ian7i t looks
quite sharp to the eye as well as to the telescope.
The finest telescopes7under the best conditions, can
only resolve objects about 700 km apart on the sun.
If we look at the sun in white light, we at once
see several important feat~ires.First, the sun is
darker near the edges? so the layers we see there
must be cooler. Since we cannot see so deeply into
the atmosphere when we look slantwise? we conclude that the temperature is still decreasing at the
height defined by the edge of the sun. The temperature falls from 670000Kat the levels which we see at
the center of the sun to about 4?500Â°near the edge.
The second important feature we see is the granulation? a fine pattern like corn grains about 1,000
km across. These grains cover the entire sun; each
grain appears, lives about eight minutes, and breaks
up or fades away. The granules appear to represent convective currents carrying heat outward
from the interior. If we study carefully the velocities
of the gases in the photosphere we find that
there is a larger-scale pattern?the supergranulatioi~,
which has cells about 307000km across?in which the
gases flow outward to the edges of the cell. Moreover? the gas at any point in the atmosphere rises
and falls rythmically with a period of 250 seconds
and a velocity of one-third km a second ( 17200km
an hour 1.
Because of the continua1 outward flow in the supergranulation cells?magnetic fields accumulate at
their edges. At these edges? gas pressure still is
greater than the pressure of the magnetic field. But
1,000 km above the granule edges? the gas pressure
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has decreased hy 400 times, and there the magnetic
fields, whlch do not decrease so rapidly with height,
restrain and organize the n~otionsof the ionized
gases, The result is that when we look at higher
levels we see a vely strong cellnlar snpergranulation structure.
How do we look at higher levels in the atmos-

Their velocity is ahont 30 km a second, and tlley
rise about 5,500 km above the surface. Although
there are not many of them on the disk, when we
look at the limb the foreshortening merges them
into a forest. It is from these jets that material flows
into the corona above, and through them flows the
energy that heats the corona,

pheric gases, we mnst use a technique which permits 11s to look in frequencies absorbed by the
gases-for example, the spectr~~m
lines of hydrogen
may be used. Another way, much older, is to take
advantage of a total eclipse when we can observe

disk of the sun, so it is completely lost in a bright
andhazy sky,
We know the corom is very hot because of the
spectrum lines emitted there. From the radiation
we find ionized iron with 13 or more electrons re-
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19.59, filled the infcrplaiie'iw!/ space icitft cosmic- rails
and wiped out radio communication for days.

field is ten times stronger than an alnico magnet of
the best quality, and one can imagine the strength
of such a magnet 100,000 kin across. The magnetic

numerous small flares, each of which produces its
own pulses of energy.
Careful observation of flares, particularly by
cinematography, shows that they frequently occur
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